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Products & Solutions



The fuel industry is changing as consumers, businesses and government agencies 

continue to demand more fuel options that are better for the environment and the 

bottom line. As a leading producer of advanced biofuels and developer of renewable 

chemicals, Renewable Energy Group, Inc. (REG) is committed to meeting those demands 

with biofuel alternatives as well as traditional fuel options.

By providing a variety of high-quality fuels, we can meet the needs of a diverse 

marketplace — from travel centers, convenience stores and petroleum majors to fleets, 

heating oil distributors, farmers and mining operations.

We are not new to the fuel business. We offer a nationwide production, distribution and 

logistics system, including state-of-the-art biorefineries located throughout the country. 

This ensures you will have easy access to a steady supply of high-quality fuels including:

As a company that has helped build today’s biodiesel industry — and has become a 

leading producer — we understand and believe in the power of biodiesel to increase 

long-term energy security and diversity, promote environmental stewardship and generate 

economic development. As your fuel partner, we can put that expertise and dedication to 

work for you.

Leading the industry with  
alternative fuel options

BIODIESEL
RENEWABLE
HYDROCARBON
DIESEL (RHD)
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Unmatched quality 

With a laboratory at each biorefinery, quality assurance is our No.1 priority. REG-9000 biodiesel is made 

with the most advanced quality control measures in the industry.

Meets or exceeds the stringent ASTM D6751 quality standard

REG currently has eight BQ-9000® accredited plants — more than any other biodiesel 

producer

Reliable supply

REG offers the distribution and logistics capabilities that stretch from coast to coast and to nearly every 

state, ensuring that our product will be there to serve the needs of both you and your customers.

Flexibility in product availability from multiple plants and terminals across the country 

National supply and logistics for on-demand biodiesel delivery, including a dedicated  

rail car fleet and nationwide truck fleet partnership

After selling more than 1 billion gallons and with nearly two decades of production and 

marketing experience, we know biodiesel. Over the years, we have seen more and more 

businesses and consumers make the move to biodiesel blended fuel — for its efficiency, 

performance, environmental benefits and economic advantages.

High-quality B99 biodiesel

REG-9000™ biodiesel is available from our commercial-scale biodiesel production facilities.  

This high-quality biodiesel delivers a wide range of benefits, including:

Enhancing energy security and diversity

Reducing harmful greenhouse gas emissions

Increasing lubricity to keep engines cooler, running quieter and operating longer

Reducing lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions by 57 – 86 percent

While demand for alternative fuel sources grows, biodiesel is not only readily available —  

it qualifies for various state and federal biofuel tax incentives. In addition, REG biodiesel is 

available with or without RINs (Renewable Identification Numbers), creating an additional 

opportunity for added revenue. REG has dedicated RIN accountants on staff to help guide 

you through the options available for your business. 

REG-9000™ Biodiesel   
More than a billion gallons strong
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Bioheat™ blended fuel, a blend of biodiesel and home heating oil, provides a reliable, superior-

quality fuel source for heating oil customers in the Northeast region of the U.S. It offers an 

attractive alternative to traditional home heating oil:

Requires no retrofitting or modifications to equipment

Enhances and extends equipment life

Reduces periodic maintenance intervals

Involves no changes in service protocols

Introduces less pollution — burns cleaner, more completely and more efficiently 

while producing lower levels of unburned hydrocarbons

Cities throughout the Northeast are encouraging the use of biodiesel and Bioheat blended fuels. 

REG can help you take advantage of these programs and is ready to serve you with the product, 

capacity and expertise to fuel your business.

Bioheat™ Blended Fuel   
Simple, smart solution                                                                                                

REG Energy Services makes it easy to meet the demand with a variety of fuel alternatives. We offer 

blended fuels, heating oil and ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) at several terminal locations. As your 

business grows, you can get everything you need from one fuel supplier including:

Ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD)

Heating oil (ULSD Dyed) 

B99 biodiesel

Biodiesel and Bioheat blended fuels 

Plus, you’ll receive all the added benefits of working with an industry leader.

Competitive pricing

Added convenience — we do the blending for you

Quality, ratable fuel

Reasonable credit and payment terms

Biodiesel expertise — from tax credits to RINs to infrastructure

Knowledgeable and experienced sales team

 

REG Energy Services  
One source for all your fueling needs                                                               

Offering biodiesel blended fuels provides a convenient solution to 
better meet the needs of you and your customers.
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REG is always looking for new fuel options. And this advanced biofuel reduces greenhouse 

emissions while meeting the ASTM D975 specification for petroleum diesel. It can be added 

to the existing pipeline system — making it easy to incorporate into the diesel stream:

Blends with biodiesel and petroleum diesel

Compatible with any diesel engine without modifications

Aids self-ignition of fuel and allows for easier starting, smoother running 

engines and reliable operation because of increased cetane

RHD is included in the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) standards to meet a portion of the 

annual Alternative Fuel Vehicle acquisition requirements. It has been tested by the EPA and 

passes their Clean Air Health Effects testing requirements. RHD also qualifies for various 

state and federal biofuel tax incentives. 

Contact us today at (888) REG-8686 to learn  
more about how this new alternative fuel 
can help grow your business.

REG-9000™ / RHD (Renewable Hydrocarbon Diesel)

A new fuel alternative                                                                                                
REG started with biodiesel. But we are not finished looking for new solutions. REG Life Sciences is 

focused on exploring and harnessing the power of industrial biotechnology to develop practical, 

commercially relevant technologies that produce renewable alternatives to petroleum-based 

chemicals, fuels and beyond.

Our research and development team is working to create tomorrow’s 
solutions today.
 

Research and Development  
Innovation for tomorrow                                                              
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Your REG Team   
Fueling a strong partnership                                                                                               
We know that quality products and dependable distribution are just part of what you need 

to grow your business. That’s why we take pride in creating a true partnership with you — 

to put it all together to understand and meet your unique needs.

No matter your role in the supply chain, we make it our business to know your business. 

REG has a dedicated and knowledgeable sales and support staff to assist you with all aspects 

of your alternative fuel needs — from showing you how to start a blending operation to 

helping you navigate the complexities of biofuel tax credits.

To learn how REG can help you today, call us at (888) REG-8686.

regi.com
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